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I immersed myself in magic. I read every book I could get my hands on and practised and practised,

day after day and night after night. Magic became my world . . . some might say an obsession.When

youâ€™re a kid life can seem tough; tougher for some than others. But the darkest of times can also

be the most enlightening. When his late granddad showed him magic for the first time, Steven

Frayne knew there was more to life than hiding from bullies. He had a destiny. A calling. In that

moment Dynamo was born: the most exciting magician of the 21st century. Since then, Dynamo has

shocked, thrilled and amazed men, women and children, from all walks of life, all over the world.

With his mind-blowing illusions, he has catalysed a whole new era of magic. Now, in his very first

book, Dynamo invites you to join him on a breathtaking journey across the globe. Be prepared to

levitate Lindsay Lohan in Singapore, transform snow into diamonds in the Austrian mountains, and

walk on water across the River Thames. Along the way, he reveals how to make the impossible

possible, what it takes to pull off the greatest stunts man has seen, and why everyone needs magic

in their lives. This is no illusion. This is the real story of the awe-inspiring Dynamo.
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"A terrific read" -- Jonathan Ross

Dynamo is an English illusionist.



This man is pure inspiration. I admire him greatly. To over come such great difficult is and pain, to

become the worlds best magician. This man has real talent.. I often feel he actually has some real

supernatural powers. How else does he do what he does. He is very strong and committed to his

passion. What a true inspiration you are Stephen Frayne. Superb book. Bless u Stephen for sharing

your life with others. You truly are an incredibly amaizing man. I hope the world treats you well.

Steven Frayne takes us with him, in his endearing and authentic manner, as he moves from social

and physical adversity to triumph, as the amazing magician Dynamo.As a biography of an

exceptional person, it is well worth reading. It could also serve as an inspiration for anyone

struggling to overcome their life obstacles.

I found this a really enjoyable and inspirational book. I finished the book really feeling connected to

the magic of life and Dynamo somehow manages to leave you feeling full of belief...that anything

truly is possible!He is a fantastic role model with his feet well and truly on the ground, thank you

Dynamo for sharing your experiences in such an honest and open way!

Inspiring, honest, heart-felt and motivating! The truth behind this powerful individual is awe-inspiring!

I was glued to every word and experienced every heartbreak, loss and disappointment; but also

every success, victory and achievement! Loved it!

I bought this book for my grandson because he is into Magic. He loved it and this is his favorite

magician. It was very much appreciated.

Magical book for a lover of magic.

Good

Interesting but not spellbinding.
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